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TREND REPORT WATCHES 2022 

 

Elegance, Harmony & Clarity: The Watch Trends 2022 
 
 
In terms of fashion, 2022 lets us breathe a sigh of relief: elegance and clarity are in the fore-
ground, harmony is in demand. Both men's and women's watches present themselves as 
coherent and round. They are not accessories that support fashion, but independent design 
objects that allow style breaks and can set the tone for the outfit. 2022 will be a year of fa-
vorite pieces! What counts? Wearing comfort thanks to flat cases and pleasant diameters, 
good readability and a harmonious, unobtrusive play of colors on the dial and bracelet - 
preferably in leather and ideally with an attached interchangeable stainless steel bracelet. 
 
In terms of color, things remain muted: dark blue and dark green have become perennial 
favorites, black takes the lead, bordeaux provides extravagance, and brown grounds the 
wearer. Straps and dials are coordinated - either tone-in-tone or in a calm, unagitated gra-
dation. 
 
 
1. Size matters 
 
Whether classic, modern or minimalist Bauhaus style - the new watches in 2022 are above 
all elegant. This is achieved through easy-to-wear diameters, around 30 millimeters for la-
dies and preferably between 40 and 42 millimeters for men. Retro models are also allowed 
to fall short of these limits and show off their charm in a small space. For ladies' watches, 
rectangular cases in slim variants are also in demand, which seem to merge seamlessly into 
the bracelet. In line with the smaller dimensions, the case thicknesses are also shrinking. 
Slim models up to super slim increase wearing comfort and contribute to the elegant ap-
pearance. Sports watches and smartwatches, on the other hand, are particularly large, since 
the focus here is on quickly capturing all important data. 
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2. All on rosé 
 
Silver-colored cases still have the edge. However, if it should be a gold tone, yellow gold has 
to give way to fine rose gold - solid or plated - especially among men. The warm shine suits 
every skin type, is unobtrusive and looks classy and stylish. Bronze with its individual patina 
has also firmly established itself. Dark blue and dark green dials are combined with the rosé-
colored case, as are elegant bordeaux and warm brown. However, the combination of rose 
gold with black is particularly popular. 
 
 
3. Noble Bordeaux 
 
A new color is pushing forward: Bordeaux is becoming the secret star on dials and straps. In 
both men's and women's watches, the calm and deep wine red is gaining in importance. It 
sets an extravagant accent and stands out from the crowd of watches dominated by blue, 
green, black and white. Bordeaux looks particularly classy in combination with black on di-
als with gradient dial and with accents in rose gold, but gray and silver also suit the color 
well. Bordeaux combines elegance and a touch of festivity with a fashionable attitude and 
can even - well combined - take on sporty traits. 
 
 
4. Natural colors: Blue, green and brown 
 
The majority of the dials revel in muted tones. The popularity of green - especially dark 
green, but also sage and khaki - and blue - still in deep, dark tones, but also light ice blue - 
remains unbroken. Brown dials are also increasingly seen again, especially in conjunction 
with brown leather straps and rose gold cases. In general, the matching of the dials to the 
bracelets is very harmonious. It does not always have to be tone-in-tone, but gentle grada-
tions are also possible. Strong contrasts are avoided. The exception is the timelessly classic 
combination of a light-colored dial with a silver or gold-colored case and a brown or black 
leather strap, as is usually seen on business watches. Gold or champagne-colored dials ap-
pear here and there and could become relevant for future trends. 
 
 
5. Leather reinterpreted 
 
The orientation towards more elegance is also reflected in the choice of bracelet. While 
watches with stainless steel straps express casualness and sportiness, rubber straps are 
reminiscent of racing and textile straps have a touch of adventure about them, leather 
straps often express a dignified classicism - at least the embossed ones with a slight gloss. 
More and more, however, other leather variants are coming to the fore, rivaling the leather 
alternatives in their sporty appeal. These are blank, matte or even suede straps with a robust 
look. They have no longitudinal stitching, but only two rough stitches at the lugs, which are 
usually set off in color and exude a self-made character. This small design change gives the 
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watches a casual, modern and above all young look. No wonder, then, that sports watches 
and smartwatches are also equipped with these pithy leather straps. 
 
When it comes to color choice, brown ribbons are gaining popularity. Their natural, warm 
appeal suits both conservative and modern designs and doesn't look as harsh as black. They 
are increasingly worn with brown and dark (dark green, dark blue) dials, while classic looks 
continue to rely on cream, silver and white. 
 
For the uncomplicated change from elegant to sporty provide interchangeable straps, 
which are ideally available with the watch. Leather / stainless steel are popular, but also 
color changes from black / brown. 
 
 
6. Fresh, but clear black 
 
Black watches can look classy, but also sporty. The disadvantage of previous models: the 
all-black trend often included the indexes, and the design was at the expense of readability. 
The new models set refreshing accents: cases, hands and indexes may, no must, show clear 
lines. Contrast is desired and makes watches with black straps and dials reliable compan-
ions again. The desire to quickly grasp all functions is reflected in the fact that minutes are 
clearly defined - even in ladies' watches. The to-the-minute display is not a feature that only 
applies to black, but can also be found on other models. The striking metallic colors create 
a sophisticated look, and black with rose gold in particular is an elegant eye-catcher. In the 
case of sports watches, the contrast of the case is minimized by black coatings and the use 
of titanium. The dial, on the other hand, remains clearly readable and gains in sportiness 
with splashes of red or blue. 
 
 
7. Elegant Stainless Steel 
 
Stainless steel watches already have a rather sporty look due to the material. In ladies' 
watches, elegance is regained through mother-of-pearl dials and diamonds, paired with 
small case diameters. Classic link bracelets are in demand; milanaise plays only a subordi-
nate role. White and blue dominate the dial colors, the latter especially in cool ice blue and 
summery turquoise. 
 
In men's watches, too, stainless steel models do not necessarily go hand in hand with a 
sporty statement, but can certainly exhibit elegant traits. Variants with red or rose gold in a 
bicolor look are particularly elegant. The color accents do not have to be on the band, but 
can also be on the case alone: on the bezel, in the hands or indexes. 
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8. Moonstruck 
 
Mechanical watches are not just for men, but are also in vogue among women - including, 
but not limited to, the popular heritage models. Complications have not only a functional 
but also a decorative character. The moon phase display in particular enjoys great popular-
ity - among men and women alike - and is presented in some models in a particularly striking 
and atmospheric manner. 
 
Insights into the mechanical heart of the watch are granted in favor of elegance, especially 
on the back. In this way, the desire for a calm dial and a harmonious appearance is taken 
into account. 
 
 
9. Icons with Edges 
 
The heritage trend of men's watches has reached women's watches. Models are seen on 
prominent figures from the world of acting, culture and nobility - from current affairs, but 
also cult faces of the past. They achieve the status of designer handbags and become cov-
eted icons. The all-time favorites for ladies can be recognized above all by their square and 
rectangular cases, their slender shape and the slim, harmonious transition to the bracelet. 
 
For men, heritage models usually stand out with smaller diameters and sometimes also an-
gular or cushion-shaped cases. They can be collector icons or elegant gentleman's watches 
accented by slender hands and curved numerals. A classy vintage look is also achieved by 
used-look leather straps or bronze cases. Dial colors such as salmon, sage or cream support 
the historically-inspired charm. 
 
 
10. An old love: Pre-owned - Pre-loved 
 
There are many reasons for the growing passion for collecting high-quality watches: the de-
sire for a piece with history, for sustainability, exclusivity or a good investment. The great 
icons and evergreens are collected, but more and more the focus is also on niche brands 
that are distinguished by models with a special design. Collectors are not only fans of me-
chanical watches who are in the midst of life, but also younger target groups who have 
found their first luxury watch through the smartwatch, the second-hand route and the issue 
of sustainability or investment. However, the expected increase in value of a watch should 
not be the deciding factor for the purchase of a model. A watch wants to be worn and loved 
- so the most important thing is to identify with it and to add one's own watch history to that 
of the past. 
 
 

BV Schmuck und Uhren, 04 January 2022 

Author: Jeannine Reiher 
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The German Association of Jewellery, Watches, Clocks & Supplying Industry (BV Schmuck und Uhren) was founded in 
Pforzheim in 1947. As a lobby group for over 170 predominantly medium-sized member companies, BVSU represents the 
interests of its members at a national, European and international level. BVSU is a member of the Federation of German 
Industries (BDI). It is responsible for coordinating the federal associations of the German jewellery and silverware industry. 
In this capacity it is also integrated in global efforts of the World Jewellery Confederation, CIBJO. BVSU represents the 
interests of the German watch and clock industry at a European level as a member of the European watchmaking associa-
tions EUROTempus and CPHE. BV Schmuck and Uhren is a member of the Responsible Jewellery Council (RJC). 

 


